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the products of IW functions at zero recoil and of IW functions at any w.
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1 Introduction.
Since the formulation of Bjorken sum rule [1], other sum rules (SR) have been
derived involving leading and subleading quantities in the heavy quark expansion
[2, 3, 4, 5]. The recent Uraltsev SR [5] at leading order came as a big surprise,
leading to the rigorous lower bound for the elastic Isgur-Wise function 2  3=4 2.
As with earlier SR, one gets the impression that these results come out like a shing
in a lake, swarming with sum rules, the success of the catch depending on the genius
or skill of the particular authors. Hence the necessity of having a systematic way of
formulating these SR. This is the subject of the present paper, although only in the
particular case of IW functions in the heavy quark limit of QCD. The method can
be easily applied to subleading form factors [6].
In the derivation of the sum rules we will make use of the Operator Product
Expansion (OPE) [10] in heavy quark transitions [11, 2, 4, 5].
To be completely general, let us consider the direct graphs Bi(vi)
Γ1!D(n)(v0)Γ2!Bf (vf),
where Bi and Bf are ground state B or B
 mesons and D(n) are all possible ground
state or excited D mesons coupled to Bi and Bf through the currents hc(v
0)Γ1hb(vi)
and hb(vf )Γ2hc(v
0). The Dirac matrices Γi (i = 1; 2) are arbitrary and can be chosen
to derive relations involving denite current matrix elements.
Let us summarize the general argument. We consider two arbitrary currents :
J1(x) = c(x)Γ1b(x) J2(y) = b(y)Γ2c(y) (1)
and their T product
Tfi(q) = i
∫
d4x e−iqx < Bf jT [J2(x)J1(0)] jBi > : (2)
As explained in detail for example in ref. [4], inserting in this expression inter-
mediate states, x < 0 receives contributions from the direct channel with a single
heavy quark c, while x > 0 receives contributions from intermediate states with
bcb quarks, the Z diagrams. The energy denominators are MB − q0 − EXc for the
direct graphs and MB + q
0 − (EX0c + 2MB) for the Z diagrams. Taking the typical
virtuality of the direct channels V = MB − q0 − EXc such that QCD  V  MB,
2This bound was obtained in a class of relativistic quark models ([7], [8]), that were afterwards
shown to satisfy Uraltsev sum rule [9].
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one sees that the direct channels contribute at the order 1=V and the Z diagrams
at the order 1=(−V − 2MD). In both cases the absolute value of the denominator




d4x e−iqx < Bf jb(x)Γ2Sc(x; 0)Γ1b(0)jBi > + O(1=m2c) (3)
where Sc(x; 0) is the free charm quark propagator if O(s) corrections are neglected.
The c quark propagator has two terms, a positive energy denominator  V and a
negative energy denominator  (−V − 2mc). Varying V independently of mc one
can equate the direct channels to the contribution of the positive energy pole of the
c quark propagator in (3), the so-called OPE side, giving the following result that






































is the positive energy residue of the c quark propagator and the
l.h.s. is the sum over all possible ground state or excited D mesons. We have adopted
the trace formalism for the current matrix elements [12, 3] and made explicit the
sum over pseudoscalar and vector D(D) mesons and their radial quantum number.
In relation (4)
wi = vi  v0 ; wf = vf  v0 ; wif = vi  vf : (5)
In the l.h.s. there are also leading order contributions of excited states and sub-
leading terms coming from the ground state or from transitions between the ground
state and excited states, denoted by O(1=mQ), where mQ can be mc or mb.
One main point we want to emphasize is that in the OPE side the ground state
IW function (wif) appears since we assume in general vi 6= vf and take Bi and
Bf to be ground state B mesons. Of course, for wif = 1 one gets 
(0)(1) = 1,




























+ O(1=m2Q) : (6)
But let us keep to the general case vi 6= vf . By choosing in a convenient way
the initial and nal mesons Bi and Bf and the D irac matrices Γ1 and Γ2, one can
derive sum rules at the leading order (Bjorken SR [1] and Uraltsev SR [5]) and also
SR involving subleading Isgur-Wise functions, as we have obtained in ref. [4]. To
illustrate the method, we will limit ourselves in this paper to the heavy quark limit
but allowing, following Uraltsev [5], vi 6= vf , and also spin-flip transitions.
In the heavy quark limit, since we can make the four-velocity of the interme-
diate quark equal to the intermediate hadron velocity, v0c = v






L (wif ; wi; wf) = R (wif ; wi; wf) ; (7)
where L(wif ; wi; wf) stands for the l.h.s. (the sum over intermediate states D(n)(v0))
and R(wif ; wi; wf) stands for the r.h.s. (the OPE side, proportional to (wif)).
The variables wif , wi and wf are independent within a certain domain. Indeed,
without loss of generality one can take
vi = (1; 0; 0; 0) vf =
(p










1 + a2 wi =
p
1 + b2 + c2 wf =
p
1 + b2 + c2
p
1 + a2 − ac : (9)
One has three independent parameters a, b and c or equivalently wi, wf and wif
that lie within a limited domain. The domain of (wif , wi, wf) is
wif  1 ; 2wifwiwf − w2if − w2i − w2f + 1  0 (10)
that implies
wi  1 ; wf  1 (11)
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and is equivalent to
wi  1 ; wf  1
wiwf −
√
(w2i − 1)(w2f − 1)  wif  wiwf +
√
(w2i − 1)(w2f − 1) : (12)
There is a subdomain for wi = wf = w, namely :
w  1 ; 1  wif  2w2 − 1 : (13)















and obtain dierent sum rules taking dierent limits to the frontier of the domain,
e.g.,
wif ! 1 ; wi = wf = w
or wi ! 1 ; wif = wf = w
or wf ! 1 ; wif = wi = w : (15)
A last general remark. In the SR we will consider as intermediate states ground
state or excited D mesons, neglecting a possible continuum, dicult to evalute. This
amounts to take the Nc !1 limit, the sum being restricted to narrow resonances.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we write down the general form




















as well, in order to have a
control on high powers of the recoil (w−1). In Section 3 we derive the sum rules (in
particular Bjorken and Uraltsev SR) for the axial currents fΓ1; Γ2g = f=viγ5; =vfγ5g
and in Section 4 similarly for the vector currents fΓ1; Γ2g = f=vi; =vfg. In Section 5
we underline a new class of sum rules with implications, in particular, for the slope
and curvature of (w). Moreover, we demonstrate that higher excited states give a
vanishing contribution to these SR. In Section 6 we write down a lower bound on the
curvature of (w) and in Section 7 we point out some phenomenological remarks.
In Section 8 we conclude. In Appendix A we deduce a formula that is needed in the
calculation of the contributions of higher excited states. Finally, in Appendix B we
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give a derivation of Bjorken and Uraltsev SR with the currents fΓ1; Γ2g = f=vi; =vig
and initial and nal states B(λi)(vi), B(λf )(vf ), a covariant version of those states
and currents used by Uraltsev.
2 General form of the sum rules in the heavy
quark limit.
The r.h.s. writes, in the heavy quark limit, since then v0c = v
0 :





Let us decompose the l.h.s. into contributions of the dierent intermediate states :
as intermediate states, we will consider the 0−1/2, 1
−







1/2 (with the tower of their radial excitations). Moreover,
to have some control of the SR near zero recoil, it is important to have an idea of




intermediate states, namely the states 2−3/2 and 1
−
3/2.
The 4 4 matrices for the 1
2
−
mesons read [3] :
0−1/2 : M(v) = P+(−γ5)
1−1/2 : M(v) = P+"µvγµ (17)





The 4 4 matrices of the 3
2
+
states are given by the four-vectors [3] :
2+3/2 : Mµ(v) = P+"µνv γµ















and those of the 1
2
+
states are given by [3] :
0+1/2 : M(v) = P+
1+1/2 : M(v) = P+"µvγ5γµ : (20)
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Finally, those of the 3
2
−
states will be obtained from (19) by multiplying on the right
by (−γ5) :
2−3/2 : Mµ(v) = P+"µνv γν(−γ5)















The corresponding current matrix elements, for a current given by the Dirac
matrix Γ, read [3] :
< D(n) ( 1
2





< D(n) ( 3
2









< D(n) ( 1
2





< D(n) ( 3
2









where w = v  v0, n is a radial quantum number and, in analogy with 3/2(w), we





As pointed out in [3], 3/2(w) need not to vanish at w = 1, since the current matrix





is the one of Isgur and Wise [1].
In what follows, we set the dierent IW functions to be real.
The contributions of the 0−1/2, 1
−



































1/2 is given by






















































































































































We dene the polarizations of the vector and tensor intermediate states relative
to the intermediate velocity v0, i.e. "0(λ)  v0 = "0(λ)µνv0ν = 0. Moreover, the polar-
ization tensor "0(λ)µν is symmetric in () and traceless, "0(λ)µµ = 0. One can show
that these tensors write :





− 2gρσgµν + 3 [gρµgσν + gρνgσµ] + 2 [gρσv0µv0ν + v0ρv0σgµν ]
−3 [gρµv0σv0ν + gσνv0ρv0µ + gρνv0σv0µ + gσµv0ρv0ν ] + 4v0µv0νv0ρv0σ
}
: (37)
These tensors have the following properties. T µν is symmetric and T µµ = −3 while
T µν,ρσ is symmetric in the exchanges ( $ ), ( $ ) and ( $ ) and satises
T µν,µν = +5 (the + sign comes from the fact that the polarization of a spin 2
particle can be seen as a symmetric combination of the polarizations of two spin 1
8
particles). With these expressions for the polarization tensors one can make more
explicit the contributions of the intermediate states in the l.h.s. of the SR (4). After
































































































































































































































































In the r.h.s., the function (0)(wif) must match the corresponding function of wif





(n)(wf) is the contribution of the 0
−
1/2 (rst bracket) and








the contribution of the 2+3/2 (rst bracket) and the 1
+








1/2(wf) is the contribution of the 0
+
1/2 (rst bracket) and








contribution of the 2−3/2 (rst bracket) and the 1
−
3/2 (second bracket).
What we did call L(wif ; wi; wf) and R(wif ; wi; wf) in Section 1 are given now
explicitely by (38). We will now consider the sum rules given by (14). However, since
we have included only a limited number of intermediate states, it would be dangerous
to draw conclusions from sum rules for p; q; r  2, because missing intermediate
states could contribute to the desired order. Therefore, we will limit ourselves to




give us some control over higher powers of (w − 1). In the main text, we will limit
ourselves to currents that give functions L(wif ; wi; wf) and R(wif ; wi; wf) symmetric
in wi, wf . We are then limited to the following relations from the dierent derivatives
and boundary conditions :
L(wif ; wi; wf)jwif =1,wi=wf =w = R(wif ; wi; wf)jwif=1,wi=wf=w (39)




















































In the Appendix, we will consider the covariant version of Uraltsev case, where
the functions L(wif ; wi; wf), R(wif ; wi; wf) are not symmetric in wi, wf . In our
conclusion we discuss the perspectives and outlook of these non-symmetric cases.
3 The axial current : a simple covariant deriva-
tion of Bjorken of Uraltsev sum rules.
To illustrate the method, let us now particularize to the simple case :
Bi = Pi+(−γ5) Bf = Pf+(−γ5)
Γ1 = =viγ5 Γ2 = =vfγ5 : (46)
In this symmetric situation between currents and initial and nal states, a num-
ber of intermediate states do not contribute, and the calculation simplies consid-







3/2) = 0 (47)
































+ Contribution from other excited states
= −(1− wi − wf + wif )(wif) : (48)
The symmetry of (48) in (wi; wf) comes from the symmetric choice (46) of currents
and states.
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In what follows, we assume that the higher states contributions are, at most, of
the same order in (w − 1) as the 3
2
−
states, that are included in the calculation.
This conjecture will be demonstrated in Section 5. The equations (40), (42) and
(44) are trivial (giving 0 = 0, or (w) = (w)), while (39), (41), (43) and (45) give,
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+   
= 1 : (52)





































states have been included explicitly.
Equation (50) gives, at order (w − 1) :


























































Equation (51) yields also Uraltsev SR for w = 1. Notice the important point that
in this equation the contribution of the IW functions 
(n)
3/2(w) vanishes identically.
Finally, equation (52) at O[(w−1)] gives again Bjorken SR under the form (56).
4 The case of the vector current.
Let us now consider the vector current, i.e.
Bi = Pi+(−γ5) Bf = Pf+(−γ5)
Γ1 = =vi Γ2 = =vf : (58)








3/2) = 0 (59)
and the SR (38) writes :





























+ Contribution from other excited states
= (wif + 1 + wf + wi)(wif) (60)
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+    = 2(w + 1) (61)




















+    = 1− 2(w + 1)2 (62)













1/2(w) +   
= (w) + 2(w + 1)0(w) (63)



























3/2(w) +    = 0 (64)
(w) + 2(w + 1)0(w)
















































































+    = 1 :
(66)
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Notice an important point, namely that in equation (63), identical to equation
(65), the contribution of the IW functions 
(n)
3/2(w) vanishes identically.
Dividing (61) by 2(w+1) one gets Bjorken SR for all w (53). Equations (62)-(66)
imply, for w = 1, Bjorken SR (56) for the elastic slope 2.
5 A new class of sum rules and the contribution
of higher excited states.
Among the SR that we have obtained in Sections 3 and 4, there is a new class




1/2(w), ... for any w and at zero















1/2(w) +    = (w) (67)














1/2(w)+   = (w)+2(w+1)0(w) : (68)



























3/2(w) +    = 0 : (69)
The rst equation (67) is a generalization of Uraltsev SR for w 6= 1, that reduces to
(57) for w = 1, while the other two (68) and (69) give, taking w = 1, Bjorken SR
(56) for the slope 2.
Let us concentrate on equations (67) and (68). An important feature of these
relations is that the contribution from the 3
2
−
states vanishes identically. This is not
the case however for relation (69).
We will now give a proof that no other higher intermediate states contribute to
the sum rules (67) and (68).
Following the work of A. Falk [13], we write rst the 4 4 matrices of the whole
tower of jP states, generalizing the notation we have given above (17)-(21), where
15
k = j − 1
2
, J is the spin of the state, and ‘ is the orbital angular momentum :
j = ‘ + 1
2
, J = j + 1
2
:
Mµ1µk(v) = P+ "µ1µk+1v γµk+1 (70)
j = ‘ + 1
2














µ1 − vµ1) gµ2ν2    gµkνk −    −
1
2k + 1
gµ1ν1    gµk−1νk−1 γνk (γµk − vµk)
]
(71)
j = ‘− 1
2
, J = j + 1
2
:
Mµ1µk(v) = P+ "µ1µk+1v γ5 γµk+1 (72)
j = ‘− 1
2














µ1 + vµ1) gµ2ν2    gµkνk −    −
1
2k + 1
gµ1ν1    gµk−1νk−1 γνk (γµk + vµk)
]
(73)
For a transition of the type Bµ1µk(v) ! Dν1νk0 (v0), the preceding expressions
have to be contracted with the tensor containing all possible independent IW func-
tions (k0  k) :




0 (w) gν1µ1    gνkµk
+ 
(k0,k)
1 (w)(v − v0)ν1(v − v0)µ1 gν2µ2    gνkµk +   
+ 
(k0,k)
k (w)(v − v0)ν1(v − v0)µ1    (v − v0)νk(v − v0)µk
]
: (74)
However, we are here interested in the transitions between the ground state and the
excited states 1
2
− ! jP , i.e. k = 0, and the tensor (74) becomes, in this case,
µ1µk = (v − v0)µ1    (v − v0)µk (k)0 (w) : (75)
Then, the matrix elements will write, for the dierent cases :
16





























vν1    vνk −
1
2k + 1
(=v − w)γν1 vν2    vνk −   
− 1
2k + 1
















(w) vµ1    vµk "0µ1µk+1 Tr
[
γµk+1(−γ5) P 0+ ΓB(v)
]
(78)













vν1    vνk −
1
2k + 1
(=v − w)γν1 vν2    vνk −   
− 1
2k + 1





In all these relations we have made use of the orthogonality condition
v0νi "
0ν1νk = 0 (i = 1;   k) : (80)






















respectively identical to the functions (w) and (w) dened by Leibovich et al. [3].
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Considering now the B meson, as in the preceding Sections,
B(v) = P+(−γ5) (82)
we compute the dierent matrix elements. Remembering that k = j− 1
2
, one obtains
the following matrix elements.
Vector current :




) (v0)jh(c)v0 =vh(b)v jB(v) >




) (v0)jh(c)v0 =vh(b)v jB(v) > = 0 (83)













(w)vµ1    vµ` "0µ1µ` (84)




) (v0)jh(c)v0 =vh(b)v jB(v) >
= −  (`)(n)
`− 1
2
(w) vµ1    vµ` "0µ1µ` (85)
Axial current :




) (v0)jh(c)v0 =vγ5h(b)v jB(v) >




) (v0)jh(c)v0 =vγ5h(b)v jB()(v) > = 0 (86)




) (v0)jh(c)v0 =vγ5h(b)v jB(v) >
= −  (`)(n)
`+ 1
2
(w) vµ1    vµ`+1 "0µ1µ`+1 (87)












(w) vµ1    vµ`−1 "0µ1µ`−1 : (88)
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We can now write down the contributions to the l.h.s. of the SR. We proceed as
in Sections 3 and 4 adopting the symmetric cases (46) and (58). In an obvious




























































































In all these relations, the quantity Sn dened by
Sn = viν1    viνn vfµ1    vfµn T ν1νn,µ1µn
T ν1νn,µ1µn = "0ν1νn "0µ1µn (95)
depends only on the four-velocity v0 and "0µ1µn is a traceless symmetric tensor.
It can be shown, as demonstrated below in Appendix A, that the scalar quantity
Sn = viν1    viνn vfµ1    vfµn T ν1νn,µ1µn (96)







i − 1)k (w2f − 1)k (wiwf − wif)n−2k : (97)
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where




k!(n− k)!(n− 2k)! : (98)
We did nd that in the SR (51) and (63) or (65) the contribution of the states 3
2
−
is identically zero. Let us now prove that the contribution of all states with jP = 3
2
−
and with j  5
2
is identically zero. This result will imply that the SR (67) and (68)
are exact equations, i.e. we can drop out the +   
Let us begin with equation (51), that was found with the axial current by deriva-
tion with respect to wi, and taking the limit wi = 1, wf = wif = w. Notice rst
that
Sn(wi; wf ; wif)jwi=1,wf=wif =w = 0 (n  1) (99)
because of the orthogonality condition (80).
From eqs. (97) and (98) we need to prove that
@
@wi
Sn+1(wi; wf ; wif)
∣∣∣∣∣
wi=1,wf=wif=w
= 0 (n  2) (100)
@
@wi
(wi − 1)(wf − 1)Sn(wi; wf ; wif)
∣∣∣∣∣
wi=1,wf=wif=w
= 0 (n  1) : (101)
The second condition (101) is obviously held because of the factor (wi − 1) and the
orthogonality condition (80).















+(n + 1− 2k)wf(w2i − 1)k(wiwf − wif)n−2k
]
(102)
that vanishes for wi = 1, wf = wif = w when n  2. Notice that this expression





Let us now consider equation (63), that was found with the vector current by
derivation with respect to wif , and taking the limit wi = 1, wf = wif = w, or (65)
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by derivation with respect to wi, and taking the limit wf = 1, wi = wif = w. From
eq. (97) we need to prove
@
@wif
(wi + 1)(wf + 1)Sn(wi; wf ; wif)
∣∣∣∣∣
wi=1,wf =wif=w
= 0 (n  2) (103)
@
@wif
Sn+1(wi; wf ; wif)
∣∣∣∣∣
wi=1,wf=wif=w
= 0 (n  1) : (104)
This is indeed the case, since
@
@wif






i − 1)k(w2f − 1)k (n− 2k)(wiwf − wif)n−2k−1
(105)
vanishes for wi = 1, wf = wif = w when n  2. Notice that this quantity does not




SR. The proof can be done also by derivation with respect to wi, and taking the
limit wf = 1, wi = wif = w.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that in the SR (67) and (68) there are no
contributions from higher excitations.
6 A bound on the curvature from the new sum
rules.
In the preceding Section we have demonstrated that the SR (67) and (68) do
not have contributions from higher excited states, i.e. we can omit +    in these


































1/2(w) = (w) + 2(w + 1)
0(w) : (107)
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These relations are the main result of this paper.





















1/2 (w) = 
0(w) + 20(w) + 2(w + 1)00(w) (108)
expanding the elastic IW function (w) in powers of (w − 1),
(w) = 1− 2(w − 1) + 
2
2
(w − 1)2 +    (109)




















1/2 (1) = −32 + 42 (110)

















1/2 (1) : (111)























1/2 (1) = −2 (112)


























3/2 (1) : (114)
Equations (113) and (114) are important results of the present paper. We must
insist on the fact that they are exact relations, as no other higher excited states
contribute to the sums in the r.h.s. Let us now discuss these formulas.







1/2 (1) > 0 : (115)





This inequality, from the lower bound 2  3
4




The assumption (115) would be valid if the n = 0 state dominates the sum, and
if 
(0)0
1/2 (1) < 0. This latter condition is very natural, since it concerns transitions
between states of radial quantum number n = 0, and therefore with no nodes in the
wave function.
7 Phenomenological remarks.
In the Bakamjian-Thomas type of relativistic quark models, we have shown
that Bjorken and Uraltsev SR are satised [14]. Moreover, these SR are approxi-





1/2(w) are negative [15]. Namely, a good approximate
























In the spectroscopic model of Godfrey and Isgur, one nds the results
(1) = 1 2 = 1:02

(0)





3/2(1) = 0:54 
2
3/2 = 1:50 : (119)
We observe that approximating the r.h.s. of (113) with the n = 0 states this SR
writes :
2 = 1:02 = 0:95 + Contributions from n 6= 0 excitations : (120)
The inequality (116) is satised also in the BT scheme, since, for example in the GI
spectroscopic model :
2 = 1 2 = 3
2
(121)
and the inequality (116) writes 3=2 > 5=4. Therefore the conjecture (115) is satised
in the model. Notice that BT quark models satisfy Bjorken and Uraltsev SR [14].
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Although it remains to be proved, it is highly probable that these models satisfy the
whole set of SR of QCD in the heavy quark limit, and therefore the new class (113)
and (114).
Finally, from relation (114) we get the following result for the curvature, com-
pared with the direct result (121) from the elastic IW function (w) (118),
2 = 1:5 = 1:31 + Contributions from n 6= 0 excitations : (122)
We can conclude that there is an excellent qualitative agreement between the
slope and the curvature of the elastic IW function as given directly from its calcu-
lation and as estimated from the SR (113) and (114), if one assumes that the n = 0
states dominate, as already has been checked from the Bjorken and Uraltsev sum
rules.
8 Conclusions and outlook.
In conclusion, within the OPE, we have presented a covariant method, using
the trace formalism, to obtain sum rules in the heavy quark limit that relate the
elastic Isgur-Wise (w) to IW functions of transitions to excited states.
A main ingredient has been the introduction of the domain of the three variables
(wi; wf ; wif), that allows a systematic way of exploring all possible SR. In particular,
we have given a simple and direct deduction of Bjorken and Uraltsev SR, with
generalizations of the latter for w 6= 1. The simplicity of the proof relies on the
choice of the pseudoscalar B meson B(vi) ! D(n)(v0) ! B(vf ) and of symmetric
currents projected on the initial and nal velocities vi and vf , like (Γ1; Γ2) = (=vi; =vf)
or (=viγ5; =vfγ5). This simplies enormously the calculation, since it gives vanishing
contributions for half of the possible intermediate states. Notice that we obtain the
same SR (48) and (60), if we use (Γ1; Γ2) = (=v




Moreover, a new class of SR, involving on the one hand IW functions at zero
recoil and, on the other hand, IW functions for any w have been obtained. These
SR reduce to known results for w = 1.
Among these new SR, we have found two new relations that involve only the




3/2(w), with vanishing con-
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tributions for all other IW functions between the ground state and higher excited
states. The vanishing of the states 3
2
−
has been shown explicitely, using the cor-
responding wave function. We have generalized this result, demonstrating that all
contributions of higher states with j, j  5
2
vanish identically. An important ingre-
dient in the proof has been a compact formula for the polarization tensor saturated
with initial and nal four-velocities.
These new SR are therefore very strong and provide new results that relate the









a very natural assumption, these SR imply the bound 2  5
4
2.
On the other hand, as a phenomenological remark, we have shown that these new
SR for 2 and 2 are in good agreement with the numerical results obtained within
the Bakamjian-Thomas relativistic quark models, that satisfy Isgur-Wise scaling. In
this framework, the SR are saturated to a great accuracy by the n = 0 intermediate
states.
Which are the prospects of this work ? The main aim would be to obtain all






For the moment, we have concentrated mainly to the case, that appears to be
simple, B(vi) ! B(vf) with symmetric currents, projected along vi and vf . One
should also study, on the one hand, the case of the transitions B(vi)! B(vf ) and
B(vi)! B(vf ) and non-symmetric currents like (Γ1; Γ2) = (=vi; =vi), (=vi; =v0), etc, or
equivalently (Γ1; Γ2) = (γµ; γν), (γµγ5; γνγ5) ... for which in general all intermediate
states contribute. We have explored a number of these non-symmetric situations for
the pseudoscalar B-meson and found conrmation of the results presented here.
The case of the B is rather involved because of the polarization, mainly in the
case of non-symmetric currents, as used by Uraltsev in the nding of his SR. We
have given in Appendix B our covariant version of his calculation.
A systematic complete study remains to be done and may be worth. In partic-
ular, it would be interesting to check if the conjecture (115) on 
(n)
1/2(w), satised by
BT quark models, that leads from the SR obtained here to 2  5
4
2, is or is not a
result of heavy quark symmetry.
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Appendix A.
In this appendix we deduce formulas (97), (98) for the quantity dened by (95),
(96). Remember that "0µ1µn is a traceless symmetric tensor, i.e. a symmetric tensor
with vanishing contractions. In the frame v0 = (1; 0; 0; 0), this tensor will reduce to
a traceless symmetric tensor "0i1in where ij (j = 1   n) runs over 1, 2, 3. This
tensor can be built by coupling n angular momenta Jj = 1 (j = 1   n), as follows.
The Clebsch-Gordan coecients for the coupling of two angular momenta J1 and
J2 to the maximum value J1 + J2 has the simple following factorized form :
< J1 + J2; M jJ1; J2; M1; M2 >= M,M1+M2
c(J1; M1) c(J2; M2)






(J + M)!(J −M)!
: (A:2)
The coupling coecients of three angular momenta J1, J2, J3 to the maximum value
J1 + J2 + J3, dened by
< J1 + J2 + J3; M jJ1; J2; J3; M1; M2; M3 >=∑
M 0
< J1 + J2 + J3; M jJ1 + J2; J3; M 0; M3 >< J1 + J2; M 0jJ1; J2; M1; M2 > (A:3)
is easily calculated from (A.1) :
< J1+J2+J3; M jJ1; J2; J3; M1; M2; M3 >= M,M1+M2+M3
c(J1; M1)c(J2; M2)c(J3; M3)
c(J1 + J2 + J3; M)
:
(A:4)
Moreover, these coecients do not depend on the particular order of coupling chosen
in (A.3) (rst coupling J1 and J2, and then coupling the result to J3).
By a simple recursive argument, one nds from (A.1) that the coupling coe-
cients of n angular momenta J1;    ; Jn to the maximum value J1 +   + Jn is given
by
< J1 +   + Jn; M jJ1;    ; Jn; M1;    ; Mn >= M,M1++Mn
c(J1; M1)    c(Jn; Mn)
c(J1 +   Jn; Mn)
(A:5)
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and is independent of the order of the couplings. Remind that the jJ1+  +Jn; M >
are basis states of the J1 +    + Jn angular momentum subspace in the tensorial
product of the J1   Jn representation spaces of SU(2), and that the coecient
< J1 +   + Jn; M jJ1;    ; Jn; M1;    ; Mn > is the scalar product of the state jJ1 +
  + Jn; M > with the basis state
jJ1;    ; Jn; M1;    ; Mn > = jJ1; M1 > ⊗    ⊗ jJn; Mn > (A:6)
in the tensorial product space.
Now we take the case of interest to us, J1 =    = Jn = 1, with the representa-
tion J = 1 of SU(2) in the form of the ordinary rotations in C3 space (complexied
ordinary three-dimensional space). The tensorial product space is just the space
of tensors with vanishing contractions. The states j1;    ; 1; M1;    ; Mn > are the
tensor product of standard basis vectors j1; M > of C3, and the state jn; M > consti-
tutes a standard basis of symmetric tensors with vanishing contractions with which
we are concerned in formulas (95)-(96). We are interested by the scalar product of
the tensors jn; M > with the tensors ~x⊗n ((~x⊗n)i1in = xi1   xin) for any ~x 2 C3.
Therefore, we have to expand the tensors ~x⊗n in the basis j1;    ; 1; M1;    ; Mn >.
We see in formula (96) that, in the particular frame ~v0 = (1; 0; 0; 0), ~x is, in our
problem, either ~vi or ~vf .
The qualier \standard" above means in conformity to the standard denition
of the Clebsch-Gordan coecients. The standard basis if C3 is :
j1;−1 >= ~f−1 = − 1p2 (~e1 − i~e2)
j1; 0 >= ~f0 = ~e3
j1; 1 >= ~f1 = 1p2 (~e1 + i~e2)
(A:7)




~f1 − x1 + ix2p
2
~f−1 + x3 ~f0 (A:8)


















⊗k ⊗ (~f−1)⊗k0(~f0)⊗n−k−k0 (A:9)
where Sym is the projector on symmetric tensors






Actually, equipped with the symmetrized product, the symmetric tensors consti-
tute a commutative algebra, so that formula (A.9) is just obtained by multinomial
expansion.
Then we have
< n; M j(~x)⊗n >= ∑
k,k0
n!











< n; M j(~f1)⊗k ⊗ (~f−1)⊗k0 (~f0)⊗n−k−k0 > (A:11)
where the Sym operator has been dropped because the coupling coecients do not
depend on the order of the couplings. Formula (A.5) now readily gives :
< n; M j(~x)⊗n >= ∑
k,k0
n!

















An easy calculation (just undoing the multinomial expansion) gives the following
generating function for these < n; M j(~x)⊗n > :
n∑
M=−n
















c(1; 1) = 1 ; c(1; 0) =
p


















Comparing this to the generating function for the solid spherical harmonics YML (~x) =

















we arrive at the fundamental result :
< n; M j(~x)⊗n > = 2n/2 n!√
(2n + 1)!
p
4 YMn (~x) : (A:17)
From this we compute the matrix element < (~y)⊗nj∏n j(~x)⊗n > of the seeked pro-
jector
∏

























































and we obtain the following explicit expressions for < (~y)⊗nj∏n j(~x)⊗n > :
< (~y)⊗nj∏n j(~x)⊗n > = ∑
0kn/2
Cn,k (~x




C 0n,k (~x  ~y)n−2k
[
~x 2~y 2 − (~x  ~y)2
]k (A:21)











Going back to expression (96), in the frame v0 = (1; 0; 0; 0) we have
w2i − 1 = ~v 2i ; w2f − 1 = ~v 2f ; wiwf − wif = ~vi  ~vf (A:23)
Replacing in (A.21) ~x, ~y by ~vi, ~vf we obtain formula (97) in this particular frame,
completing the demonstration for a general frame.
As an illustration of the method, let us deduce the tensor
∏
i1in;j1jn starting





























fn,k = (−1)k 22k k!(2n− 2k)!
(n− k)!(2n)! (A:25)



















i1j1 i2j2 i3j3 + i1j1 i2j3 i3j2 + i1j2 i2j1 i3j3 (A:28)





i1i2 i3j3 j1j2 + i1i2 i3j2 j1j3 + i1i2 i3j1 j2j3
+ i1i3 i2j3 j1j2 + i1i3 i2j2 j1j3 + i1i3 i2j1 j2j3




In this Appendix we give the covariant derivation of Bjorken and Uraltsev SR
using the states and currents considered by Uraltsev [5]. He considers the forth
component of the vector current, and initial and nal B states, allowing for spin
flip transitions, i.e., with our notation, he takes Γ1 = Γ2 = γ
0, and the initial and
nal states Bi = B(λi)(1; 0), Bf = B(λf )(v0f ;vf ). In the covariant language adopted
here, the case he considers is
Γ1 = Γ2 = =vi
Bi = Pi+="i Bf = Pf+="f : (B:1)
We realize that this case does not present the symmetry of the simple choice of
Sections 3 and 4, since both currents, projected in the vi direction, appear in a
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non-symmetric way relative to the initial and nal states, that have four-velocities
vi and vf . This aspect, plus the B
 polarization, complicates the calculation in a






1/2 contribute. We give
now the covariant version of Uraltsev calculation.
After a good deal of algebra, the r.h.s. of the general SR (38) writes, for the
choice (B.1) :
R(wi; wf ; wif) = 
(0)(wif)
{
("i  "f)(wi + wf)− ("i  vf )("f  v0)− ("f  vi)("i  v0)
−(2wi + 1) [("i  "f)(wif + 1)− ("i  vf )("f  vi)]
}
(B:2)
while the contribution of the dierent intermediate states is given by :
L(0−1/2) = 0 (B:3)
L(1−1/2) =
{
− (wi + 1) [("i  "f)(wif + wi)− ("f  vi)("i  vf ) + ("f  vi)("i  v0)]








(wif − wfwi)(wi + 1)
[
("i  "f)wif − ("f  vi)("i  vf )




(wif −wfwi)("i  v0)
[





(−2− 2wi − 2wf − 3wif + 4wiwf)("i  v0)
[












("i  vf)(wi + 1)− ("i  v0)wif
][





wf ("i  v0)("f  v0) + wi
[
("i  vf )(wi + 1)− ("i  v0)(vi  vf)
]
("f  vi)





































































L(0+1/2) = ("i  v0)
[












































































































(wi − 1)(wf − 1)("i  v0)
[





(1− 9wif + 4wiwf + 2wi + 2wf)("i  v0)
[





(wf − 1)("i  v0)
[







("i  vf)(wi + 1)− ("i  v0)wif
][













Tr [=a =b =c =d γ5] = −i"µνρσ aµbνcρdσ (B:9)




3/2) in terms of scalar
products. Indeeed, the product of two tensors "µνρσ even non contracted can be
expressed in terms of the tensor gµν :
"µνρσ "µ0ν0ρ0σ0 = − det(gαα0) ( = ; ; ;  ; 0 = 0;  0; 0; 0) (B:10)
gµµ
0
"µνρσ "µ0ν0ρ0σ0 = − det(gαα0) ( = ; ;  ; 0 =  0; 0; 0) : (B:11)












































= (w2if − 1)("i  v0)("f  v0)− (wifwf − wi)("i  v0)("f  vi)
−(wifwi − wf)("i  vf)("f  v0) + (wif − wiwf)("i  vf)("f  vi)
+(2wifwiwf − w2if − w2i − w2f + 1)("i  "f) : (B:14)
From the latter expressions (B.12)-(B.14) and from (B.2)-(B.8) one gets nally for
the equation (38) :
{
− (wi + 1)(wif + wi)("i  "f) + (wi + 1)("i  vf)("f  vi) + (wi − wf)("i  v0)("f  vi)







− (wi + 1)(4wfwiwif + 2wfw2i − w2i − w2f − 2wifwi − 3w2if + 1)("i  "f)
+(wi + 1)(4wiwf − 3wif + wi)("i  vf)("f  vi)− (wi + 1)(wf + 1)("i  vf )("f  v0)
+
[
(3wif − 2wiwf + wf )(wf − wi)− (wi + 1)2
]
("i  v0)("f  vi)










(wifwi − w2i − wf + 1)("i  "f)− wi("i  vf)("f  vi) + ("i  vf )("f  v0)








wi + 2wiwf − 3w2fwi − w3i − 2wfw3i − 2wif + 2wfwif + 2w2i wif
+ 4wfw
2
i wif − 3wiw2if
)
("i  "f)
+ (−1 + wf + w2i − 4wfw2i + 3wiwif) ("f  vi)("i  vf )
+ 3 (wiwf − wif) ("i  vf)("f  v0)
+
(
wf − w2f − wi + 3wiwf − 2w2fwi + w2i + 2wfw2i − 3wif
+ 3wfwif − 3wiwif) ("f  vi)("i  v0)










(wi + wf)− (2wi + 1)(wif + 1)
]
("i  "f) + (2wi + 1)("i  vf )("f  vi) +   
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−("i  vf )("f  v0)− ("i  v0)("f  vi)
}
: (B:15)
This expression is considerably more complicated than equation (48), that readily






















that satisfy "2i = −1, "i  vi = 0, "2f = −1, "f  vf = 0.
We can consider the following dierent cases :
(1) "i = "
(1)
i ; "f = "
(1)
f ;
(2) "i = "
(2)
i ; "f = "
(1)
f ;
(3) "i = "
(1)
i ; "f = "
(2)
f ;
(4) "i = "
(2)
i ; "f = "
(2)
f : (B:17)
These four dierent cases exhaust the number of independent SR in the case
under consideration, characterized by (B.1).
That there are only four independent SR can be seen by the following argument.
If, in the general SR (B.15), we make the replacements (the sum over  denotes the














σν − vσf vνi (B:18)
one obtains a set of tensorial identities, that depend only on vi, vf and v
0 :
Xρσ(vi; vf ; v
0) = 0 : (B:19)










   (B:20)








   (B:21)
However, among these equations, only 4 are independent, corresponding to the two
non-vanishing products
vfρ (g
ρµ − vρi vµi ) = vµf − wifvµi
v0ρ (g
ρµ − vρi vµi ) = v0µ − wivµi (B:22)










= v0µ − wfvµf : (B:23)



































































i  "(2)f =






Since equation (B.15) is linear in "i and in "f , in deducing the equation for the
dierent cases we can multiply (B.15) by the denominators dening the polarizations
in (B.16). We thus obtain from (B.15) four dierent equations for the dierent cases
(B.17).
If, in particular, we make wi = wf = w, we obtain the following equations, for
the dierent cases considered :
(1) "i = "
(1)
i , "f = "
(1)
f :

























1− w − 2w2 + 2w4 + wif + 3wwif − 4w3wif − 6w4wif − 3w2if
+ w(wif)
2 + 10w2w2if + 4w








+   
= −(wif − 1)(wif + 1)(1 + wif + 2wwif)(0)(wif ) (B:25)
(2) "i = "
(2)
i , "f = "
(1)
f :
































+    = −(w + 1)(wif + 1)(wif − 1)(2w − 1)(0)(wif) (B:26)
(3) "i = "
(1)
i , "f = "
(2)
f :


































+    = −(w + 1)(wif + 1)(wif − 1)(2w − 1)(0)(wif) (B:27)
(4) "i = "
(2)
i , "f = "
(2)
f :





















+(w − 1)2(w + 1)
(








+   
= (w + 1)(−1 + 3w − wif − 3wwif + 2w2wif)(0)(wif) : (B:28)
Let us now obtain the SR that can be obtained without deriving the function
(0)(wif) :
(1) "i = "
(1)
i , "f = "
(1)
f :
Dividing by (wif − 1) and taking the limit wif ! 1, one gets :
























+   
= − 4(w + 1) (B:29)
(2) "i = "
(2)
i , "f = "
(1)
f and (3) "i = "
(1)
i , "f = "
(2)
f :
Dividing by (wif − 1) and taking the limit wif ! 1, one obtains :

























+   
= − 2(w + 1)(2w − 1) (B:30)
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(4) "i = "
(2)
i , "f = "
(2)
f :
Taking the limit wif ! 1, one gets :


























+   
= 2(w + 1)2(w − 1) (B:31)































































+    = 2w−1(B:33)









j (n)3/2(w)j2 − 4
∑
n








+    = 1 (B:34)
Equation (B.34) is another generalization of Uraltsev SR for w 6= 1 ; it reduces
indeed to (57) for w = 1. Notice that the states 3
2
−
contribute at order (w − 1)
to (B.34), while they do not contribute at all to the generalization of Uraltsev SR
for w 6= 1 (67). There is no contradiction : these are two dierent generalizations,
and the dierence can be traced back to the fact that the former is obtained from
asymmetric currents f=vi; =vig while the latter is obtained from symmetric currents
f=viγ5; =vfγ5g relative to the initial and nal four-velocities.
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